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Abstract. The protection of subjective civil rights was the subject of the close atten-
tion of civilists for many decades. At the same time, the accents of doctrinal substantia-
tion acquire unique expression due to the nature of private legal policy, expressed in the 
principal act of civil legislation. The adoption of the Civil Code of Ukraine in 2003 as 
the constitution of private law for the future of civil society with a developed market 
economy has led to a significant intensification of scientific research in the field of the 
relevant issues. The provisions of the current Civil Code of Ukraine, which to a large 
extent formed the modern institute for the protection of subjective civil rights, became 
a significant factor in the development of national civilist doctrine in the post-Soviet 
period.
The purpose of the article is to analyze and define the general vector of the private law 
doctrine development in the sphere of subjective civil rights protection taking into account 
the changes that took place in the legal regulation of the institute of subjective civil rights 
protection following the adoption of the current Civil Code of Ukraine and reforming the 
procedural legislation of Ukraine within the framework of the judicial reform.
Emphasis was placed on the need to differentiate the right to remedy from the protec-
tion of rights as tangible actions directly aimed at protecting the violated right. The con-
clusion on the necessity of considering the category of protection of rights, first of all, in 
the system of the mechanism of realization of civil rights is reached. At the same time, the 
stage of protection of rights is recognized as an optional stage of the mechanism of real-
ization of subjective civil law and is separated from other stages, because it has inherent 
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features that make it impossible to combine it with the stage of formation of subjective 
law, as well as its realization. The relationship between the protection of rights and other 
civilistic categories, such as legal safeguard, legally protected interest and civil liability, 
has been elucidated. Within the framework of the study of the institute of protection of 
rights, the legal phenomenon of the misuse of a right has been analyzed. We propose an 
approach to the legal consequences of qualifying the method of protection as general or 
special in the context of law enforcement practice. The general vector of private law doc-
trine development in the sphere of subjective civil rights protection at the present stage is 
recognized to be ensuring the effective protection of subjective civil rights. It has been 
established that the relevant changes permeate the whole Institute of the protection of 
rights, starting from its doctrinal interpretation and interaction with other related institu-
tions, up to the influence of the doctrine on the formation of new legislative approaches 
and actual judicial practice, since the prevailing task of court proceedings under the new 
procedural legislation is to ensure effective protection of the rights of the person filing a 
lawsuit.
Key words: the right to remedy, protection of rights, civil liability, legal abuse, gen-
eral and special remedies, the principle of effective human rights protection.
With the adoption of the Civil Code 
of Ukraine in 2003, the protection of 
subjective civil rights became one of 
the most frequently discussed issues in 
Ukrainian civil law science. We need 
to mention a number of monographic 
studies of general problems of civil 
rights protection prepared by Ukrainian 
scientists: «Safeguard and protection of 
rights and interests of individuals and 
legal entities in civil legal relations»1, 
«Peculiarities of subjective civil rights 
protection»2 and others. Certain issues 
of civil rights protection were studied by 
1   Охорона і захист прав та інтересів фі-
зичних та юридичних осіб в цивільних пра-
вовідносинах / За заг. ред. академіка НАПрН 
України Я. М. Шевченко. – Х: Харків юри-
дичний, 2011.
2   Особливості захисту суб‘єктивних ци-
вільних прав: Монографія / За заг. ред. ака-
деміків НАПрН України О. Д. Крупчана та 
В. В. Луця. – К.: НДІ приватного права і під-
приємництва НАПрН України, 2012.
famous Ukrainian civilists N. S. Kuzni-
etsova3, O. D. Krupchan4, S. O. Pohrib-
nyi5, I. O. Dzera6 and many others. It 
should be emphasized that recently the 
problem of protection of rights has been 
actively researched during the develop-
ment of dissertations for the degrees of 
doctor and candidate of legal sciences, 
which again emphasizes the relevance of 
3   Див., зокрема: Кузнєцова Н. С. Цивіль-
но-правова відповідальність і захист цивіль-
них прав // Вісник Київського університету 
ім. Т. Шевченка. – Юридичні науки. – 2009. – 
Випуск 81. – С. 100–106.
4   Див.: Крупчан О. Д. Методологічні за-
сади приватноправової сфери громадянсько-
го суспільства // Право України. – 2009. – 
№ 8. – С.47–52.
5   Див., зокрема: Погрібний С. О. Меха-
нізм та принципи регулювання договірних 
відносин у цивільному праві України: Моно-
графія / С. О. Погрібний. – К.: Правова єд-
ність, 2009.
6   Див., зокрема: Дзера І. О. Цивільно-пра-
вові засоби захисту права власності в Укра-
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legal research in the field of civil rights 
protection.
It is necessary to agree with the the-
sis stated by N. S. Kuznetsova that «legal 
regulation of any social relations, con-
nected with the process of transforma-
tion of legal prescriptions in the plane of 
actual social relations, provides that each 
subjective right in case of its violation is 
guaranteed by the possibility of its forced 
restoration or protection»1.
This function was executed by the 
new Civil Code of Ukraine of 2004, 
which, unlike the previous codifications 
of civil legislation of Ukraine, provided 
a rather detailed regulation of the insti-
tute of implementation and protection of 
civil rights. Therefore, there are good 
reasons to assert that the provisions of 
the new Civil Code (some of which were, 
at the time of its adoption, if at least, very 
progressive for the post-Soviet soci-
ety) gave a significant impetus to the 
development of fundamental civilist re-
search in Ukraine, in particular, to the 
doctrine of protection of subjective civ-
il rights.
The purpose of the article is to ana-
lyze and define the general vector of pri-
vate law doctrine development in the 
sphere of subjective civil rights protec-
tion taking into account the changes that 
took place in the legal regulation of the 
institute of subjective civil rights protec-
tion as a result of adoption of the current 
Civil Code of Ukraine and reforming the 
procedural legislation of Ukraine within 
the framework of the judicial reform.
But what new developments have 
1   Див.: Кузнєцова Н. С. Вказ. твір. – С. 100.
emerged in the regulation of the institute 
of protection of subjective civil rights 
with the adoption of the new Civil Code 
and how do these regulations work now?
Part 1 of Article 15 of the Civil Code 
of Ukraine stipulates that every person 
has the right to remedy his or her civil 
rights in case of its violation, non-recog-
nition or challenge (emphasis added – 
O. K.). There are grounds to believe that 
the right to protection in the context of 
this article is considered as a subjective 
right of a person participating in civil 
legal relations, which arises in the event 
when: 1) the civil rights and interests 
belonging to it are violated (in particular, 
non-fulfillment or untimely fulfillment 
of an obligation, preservation or acquisi-
tion of property without a sufficient legal 
basis, etc.); 2) these rights are not recog-
nized (for example, non-recognition of 
a person as the assignee of a reorganized 
legal person, non-recognition of the 
property right to certain property); 3) the 
civil rights (in particular, contest of the 
property right to inheritance, etc.) are 
challenged.
As O. D. Krupchan points out, the 
right to judicial protection of civil rights 
and interests is a key element in the con-
struction of civil law, which is character-
ized by the absolutism of character, the 
ability to independently address issues 
of protection or self-protection through 
the universality of protection methods2.
2   Див.: Особливості захисту суб‘єктивних 
цивільних прав: Монографія / За заг. ред. 
академіків НАПрН України О. Д. Крупчана 
та В. В. Луця. – К.: НДІ приватного права і 
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However, what is understood by the 
right to protection in legal science?
V. P. Grybanov, one of the most fa-
mous researchers of this problem in So-
viet times, noted that the civilist litera-
ture does not contain an exact answer to 
this question1. There is no unambiguous 
answer to this question even now – nei-
ther in Ukrainian civilism, nor in the sci-
ence of civil law of other former Soviet 
republics.
Despite the fact that the right to pro-
tection in practice is most often realized 
through procedural rules, there is no doubt 
that in its essence it is primarily a substan-
tive category, not a procedural one, al-
though very closely related to procedural 
rules. Taking into account the legislative 
regulation of the institute of protection of 
rights in the civil law of Ukraine, there 
are grounds to believe that the methods 
of protection of civil rights established in 
Art. 16 of the Civil Code, the human right 
to self-protection against offenses and 
unlawful encroachments provided for in 
Art. 19 of the Civil Code, the right of a 
person to protect his or her rights at his or 
her own discretion, enshrined in Art. 20 
of the Civil Code of Ukraine, certainly 
testify to the fact that the protection of 
rights can be carried out both with the 
involvement of authorized bodies (in the 
manner prescribed by the procedural leg-
islation) as well as independently by the 
rights holder without the participation of 
such bodies under the relevant provisions 
of civil law (substantive law). V. P. Gry-
banov noted in this regard that it is hard-
1   Див.: Грибанов В. П. Осуществление и 
защита гражданских прав. – М.: «Статут», 
2000. – С. 105.
ly appropriate to reduce the content of the 
right to protection only to the possibility 
to address the demand for protection of 
the right to the relevant state or public 
bodies. The right to a remedy in its mate-
rial sense represents the possibility of ap-
plying coercive measures against the vio-
lator. At the same time, the possibility of 
applying coercive measures against the 
violator should not be understood only as 
putting into effect the apparatus of state 
coercion2.
Analyzing the legal nature of the right 
to defense, M. K. Suleimenov singles out 
three main views on the essence of the 
right to protection: the right to protection 
as one of the components of subjective 
civil law – along with the right to their 
own actions and the right to demand cer-
tain behavior from the obligated persons; 
the right to protection as an independent 
subjective right that arises at the moment 
of violation of a right, but not within the 
framework of the regulatory (legal) rela-
tionship that already existed at the time 
of the violation, but within the limits of 
the new protective relationship; and a 
compromising view that the right to pro-
tection is one of the entitlements of a sub-
jective right, but it is transformed as a 
result of an offense into a separate subjec-
tive right3.
2   Див. Грибанов В. П. Вказ. твір. – С.106.
3   Див.: Сулейменов М. К. Субъективное 
гражданское право и средства его обеспече-
ния в Республике Казахстан // Субъективное 
гражданское право и средства его обеспече-
ния. Материалы Международной научно-
практической конференции, посвященной 
памяти Ю. Г. Басина (в рамках ежегодных 
цивилистических чтений). Алматы, 13–
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It seems that such a diversity of sci-
entific views on the legal nature of the 
institute of protection of rights has be-
come the basis for the existence of a 
number of definitions of the right to pro-
tection, which, although not contradic-
tory, are in different planes and patterns.
For instance, E. O. Krasheninnikov 
believes that the right to protection is a 
possibility, established by the rule of law, 
of certain behavior of a person in a con-
flict situation, given to him/her in order 
to protect a regulatory subjective right 
or a legally protected interest1.
O. I. Matsegorin considers the pro-
tection of rights as a possibility given to 
a person empowered to use law enforce-
ment measures to restore the violated 
right. Developing this thesis, the scholar 
points out that legal protection should be 
considered in two main planes: law en-
forcement regulation of civil relations 
and human rights installation of legal 
means aimed at the implementation of 
subjective civil law and prevention of its 
violation2.
Yu. D. Prytyka, referring to the sci-
entific works of V. P. Grybanov, notes 
that the substance of protection of sub-
jective rights is to remove obstacles to 
the implementation of their rights by 
subjects. Therefore, he believes that the 
нов. – Алматы: НИИ частного права Каз-
ГЮУ, 2005 – С.31–32.
1   Див.: Крашенинников Е. А. Структура 
субъективного права и право на защиту // 
Проблема защиты субъективных прав и со-
ветское гражданское судопроизводство. – 
Ярославль. – 1979. – С. 79–80.
2   Див.: Мацегорін О. І. Поняття та зміст 
захисту цивільних прав // Часопис Київсько-
го університету права. – 2011. – № 3. – С.144.
traditional definition of the protection of 
rights can be slightly modified, based on 
the category of activities, which will bet-
ter reflect the qualities inherent in this 
legal phenomenon. Thus, the protection 
of rights, according to Yu. D. Prytyka, 
can be defined as a legal activity aimed 
at removing obstacles to the exercise by 
subjects of their rights and termination 
of violations, restoration of the situation 
that existed before the violations3.
The analysis of the given definitions 
provides the grounds to assert that the 
terms “right to a remedy” and “protec-
tion of rights” or “legal protection” in 
civil law science are sometimes unjusti-
fiably equated. Even going deep into the 
discussion about whether the right to 
protection is an independent subjective 
right, a secondary right or one of the 
powers of the subject of civil rights, it is 
necessary to separate it from real actions 
directly aimed at the protection of the 
violated right. Therefore, it seems rea-
sonable to conclude that the right to pro-
tection is a possibility provided by law 
to apply coercive measures established 
by law or contract, aimed at termination 
of the offense and restoration of the vio-
lated right or if it is impossible to restore 
it, at compensation of the damage and 
moral harm caused by the offense. At the 
same time, the protection of rights is the 
actions of the empowered person aimed 
at achieving the said goal.
The position expressed in due time 
3   Див.: Притика Ю. Д. Поняття і диферен-
ціація способів захисту цивільних прав та 
інтересів // Вісник Київського університету 
ім. Т. Шевченка. – Юридичні науки. – 2004. – 
Випуск 60–62. – С. 16–17.
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by H. Ya. Stoiakin, who asserts that legal 
protection includes: the publication of 
norms establishing rights and obliga-
tions, determining the ways of their 
implementation and protection and 
threatening with the application of sanc-
tions; the activities of subjects to exer-
cise their rights and protect subjective 
rights; the preventive activities of state 
and public organizations; the activities 
to implement legal sanctions, is not in-
disputable1.
In this context, it should be noted that 
the category of protection of rights, in 
our opinion, should be considered, first 
of all, in the system of the mechanism of 
implementation of civil rights, which 
generally includes the following main 
stages: formation or establishment of a 
right; implementation of the right and 
protection of the right. The protection 
phase is an optional phase of the mecha-
nism for the exercise of subjective civil 
rights. If there are no grounds for protect-
ing the right, the right to protection is not 
transformed into actual activities of the 
subject aimed at terminating the infringe-
ment and restoring the violated rights.
Thus, legal protection, as one of the 
stages of the mechanism for the imple-
mentation of subjective right, must be 
separated from other stages, since it has 
features that make it impossible to com-
bine it with the stage of formation of a 
subjective right, as well as its implemen-
tation.
In order to best illustrate the exist-
1   Див.: Стоякин Г. Я. Понятие защиты 
гражданских прав // Проблемы гражданско-
правовой ответственности и защиты граж-
данских прав. – Свердловск, 1973. – С. 34.
ing approaches to the definition of the 
institute of protection of rights, it is also 
worth analyzing its relationship to such 
categories of civil law as a safeguard 
of rights, legally protected interest and 
civil liability.
The relationship between the cat-
egories «protection of a right» and 
«safeguarding of a right» has been the 
subject of extensive discussion in the 
legal literature. L. O. Krasavchikova’s 
approach to the differentiation of these 
concepts, according to which the safe-
guarding of rights are the measures ap-
plied to the violation of rights and obli-
gations, and the protection is the mea-
sures applied after the violation to restore 
the violated rights, a separate type of the 
safeguarding that is applied in case of an 
existing violation, should be considered 
successful and legally balanced2.
The most common view is that the 
notion of legal safeguarding is broader 
than that of protection. Historically, this 
view has been supported for a long time 
by representatives of the procedural law 
discipline, who regarded the right of pro-
tection only as the actions of the compe-
tent state authorities aimed at protecting 
the violated right. Among Ukrainian ci-
vilists, this position was consistently 
taken by Ya. M. Shevchenko. Such views 
are expressed by some representatives of 
the St. Petersburg school of civilism, 
who believe that the safeguarding of a 
right in the broad sense includes not only 
legal, but also economic, political, orga-
2   Див.: Красавчикова Л. О. Гражданско-
правовая охрана личной жизни советских 
граждан: Автореф. Дисс…. канд. юрид. наук. 
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nizational and other measures aimed at 
creating the necessary conditions for the 
exercise of subjective rights, so this con-
cept is broader than the concept of «pro-
tection of rights»1.
In addition to this position, there 
were ideas that the concepts of legal 
safeguarding and legal protection were 
identical, or the latter is broader than the 
concept of the first. At the same time, 
some scholars generally believed that 
«legal protection» was not a legal cate-
gory and was devoid of any legal weight.
In his time, V. P. Grybanov empha-
sized that the importance of the study of 
the correlation between the subjective 
right and the interest is due to the fact that 
the exercise and protection of civil rights 
are inextricably linked, on the one hand, 
with the problem of legal protection of 
the interests of society as a whole, and on 
the other hand, with the problem of ensur-
ing the correct combination of individual 
interests with the interests of society2.
Analyzing the question of correlation 
between the categories of protection of 
rights and protection of interest, the 
scholar notes that safeguarding of inter-
ests should be understood as the whole 
system of norms, guarantees, principles, 
opportunities, and permissions that con-
stitute the mechanism of realization of 
legally protected interests. Protection of 
interests, in turn, is defined as a spectrum 
of actions (not only possible but also, 
according to the law, admissible), which 
are directed on the elimination of ob-
1   Див.: Гражданское право. Ч. 1 / под ред. 
Ю. К. Толстого, А. П. Сергеева. – М. : Про-
спект, 1996. – С.240.
2   Див.: Грибанов В. П. Вказ твір. – С.234.
stacles in the realization of interest pro-
tected by the law.
Some Ukrainian researchers believe 
that the correlation between safeguard-
ing and protection should be considered 
in the form of a certain system of coun-
terweights, in which, on the one hand, 
safeguarding is provided exclusively 
to legitimate interests, and on the other 
hand, protection of legitimate interests is 
provided exclusively by legal methods3.
The relationship between the pro-
tection of rights and civil liability is 
somewhat different. Most academics 
agreed that civil liability cannot be con-
sidered separately from the institute of 
protection of rights.
At first glance, the difference be-
tween the institute of civil liability and 
the institute of protection of rights is os-
tensibly on the surface, because civil 
liability always has a proprietary nature, 
and the protection of rights is carried out 
in a way that most effectively will restore 
the violated right (and such methods are 
not always property-oriented).
At the same time, the institute of civil 
liability, as well as the institute of protec-
tion of rights, despite the constant atten-
tion of researchers, is one of the insti-
tutes of civil law over which the debate 
continues. This applies to the concept of 
civil liability, its grounds, conditions of 
occurrence and the like. Therefore, it is 
worthwhile to dwell on the issue of the 
relationship between the institute of pro-
tection and the institute of civil liability 
in more detail.
3   Див.: Венедіктова І. В. Захист охороню-
ваних інтересів у цивільному праві: Дис… 
докт. юрид. наук:12.00.03. – К., 2013. – С.149.
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It is worth to agree with the exist-
ing position in the science of civil law, 
the essence of which is that in case of 
violation of the regulatory legal relation-
ship, the content of which is positive 
subjective rights and obligations, it is 
transformed into a protective legal rela-
tionship, within which the restoration or 
protection of the violated rights should 
be carried out through the application of 
civil liability measures1.
In order to determine the relationship 
between liability measures and ways of 
protecting civil rights, it is necessary to 
analyze in more detail the ways of pro-
tecting subjective civil rights enshrined 
in Ukrainian legislation.
Part 2 of Article 16 of the Civil Code 
provides that the following methods of 
protection of civil rights and interests 
may be used:
– recognition of a right;
– recognition of a transaction as in-
valid;
– termination of an action that vio-
lates a right;
– restoration of a position that ex-
isted before a violation;
– enforcement of an obligation in 
kind;
– change of legal relationship;
– termination of legal relationship;
– compensation for damages and 
other ways to reimburse property dam-
age;
– compensation for moral damages;
– recognition of decisions, actions or 
inactivity of a public authority, authority 
of the Autonomous Republic of Crimea 
1   Див.: Кузнєцова Н. С. Вказ. Твір. – С.102.
or local government, their officials and 
officers as illegal.
Taking into account the fact that the 
legislator has secured the possibility to 
protect civil law or interest in other ways 
established by contract or law (part 2 of 
Article 16 of the Civil Code), this list of 
remedies to protect rights and interests 
is not exhaustive. Therefore, under the 
new Civil Code, the parties, concluding 
an agreement, have the right to provide 
for special methods of protection of their 
rights in case of their violation by the 
counterparty. In practice, this normative 
clause may be implemented by includ-
ing in the contract certain measures of 
operational impact, which are agreed 
by the parties and acquire the status of 
binding for the parties of the contract.
Moreover, given the reform of the 
procedural law as part of the judicial 
reform, which began in late 2014, sub-
stantive changes have also taken place, 
in particular, the provisions of the Civil 
Code of Ukraine, which regulate the 
right of a person to the protection of its 
subjective civil rights.
In the new procedural codes, the 
principle of effective protection of the 
rights of a complainant has been estab-
lished as the predominant objective of 
legal proceedings.
In making procedural decisions and 
applying any procedural rules, the court 
must be guided first and foremost by the 
main task of legal proceedings, which is 
the effective protection of human rights 
and interests. The same principle is also 
the basis for the right of the court to ap-
ply, at the request of the person applying 
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her right, which is not provided by law 
or contract, if the methods provided by 
law or contract do not provide effective 
protection of such right. The provisions 
of the Civil Code of Ukraine have also 
undergone changes with the changes in 
the procedural codes.
Henceforth, according to Article 16 
of the Civil Code of Ukraine, a court may 
protect a civil right or an interest in other 
ways established by a contract or by law 
or a court in cases determined by law.
Pursuant to part 1 of Article 2 of the 
Economic Procedural Code of Ukraine 
in the version that gained legal force 
on 15.12.2017. (provisions similar in 
content are also contained in the new 
Civil Procedural Code of Ukraine), the 
task of economic court proceedings is a 
fair, impartial and timely resolution of 
disputes related to business activities 
and consideration of other cases under 
the jurisdiction of the economic court 
in order to effectively protect violated, 
unrecognized or disputed rights and le-
gitimate interests of individuals and legal 
entities, the state.
At the same time, the court and par-
ticipants of the court proceedings shall 
be guided by such task of economic court 
proceedings, which prevails over any 
other considerations in the process (part 
2 of Article 2 of the EPC of Ukraine).
Art. 5 of the new version of the EPC 
of Ukraine provides that in administering 
justice the court shall protect the rights 
and interests of individuals and legal en-
tities, state, and public interests in the 
manner determined by law or contract.
If the law or the contract does not 
determine the effective way of protection 
of the violated right or interest of the ap-
plicant, the court in accordance with the 
claim of such a person may determine in 
its decision such a way of protection that 
does not contradict the law.
Para. 4 p. 3 of Art. 162 of the EPC 
of Ukraine provides that the statement 
of claim shall contain, in particular, the 
content of the claim: a method (meth-
ods) of protection of rights or interests 
provided by law or contract, or other 
method (methods) of protection of rights 
and interests that do not contradict the 
law and which the plaintiff asks the court 
to determine in its decision.
It is important that the court takes 
into account the method of protection 
chosen by the plaintiff when deciding 
whether to consider the case in a sim-
plified or general procedure (paragraph 
3 of Part 3 of Article 247 of the EPC of 
Ukraine).
In other words, the court may not use 
an effective method of judicial protection 
on its own initiative if it is not specified 
in the statement of claim.
There are grounds to believe that a 
party may insist on a remedy not provid-
ed for by law or contract only if the law 
or contract does not define an effective 
remedy for the infringed right or interest 
of the complainant.
Returning to the issue of correlation 
between the methods of protection of 
rights and civil liability measures, there 
is every reason to agree with N. S. Kuzni-
etsova’s conclusions. Thus, the civilist 
reasonably believes that both respon-
sibility measures and methods of pro-
tection of rights and interests should be 
considered as certain legal instruments 
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of influence on the corresponding pub-
lic relations. Besides, both measures of 
responsibility and remedies are aimed at 
localization of consequences of violation 
of rights. However, while the two legal 
instruments have a clear human rights 
purpose in common, the means of re-
dress are broader in scope, as they not 
only provide for the restoration of the vi-
olated right or compensation for the loss 
caused by it, but also for the prevention, 
repression, and elimination of violations 
of a civil right. N. S. Kuznietsova argues 
that accountability measures provided by 
law are an integral part of the methods 
of civil rights protection1.
Since the analysis of the institute 
of protection of rights revealed that the 
methods of protection of civil rights are 
quite different in their orientation, con-
tent, actors that can apply them, we con-
sider it necessary to highlight the main 
doctrinal approaches to the classification 
of forms and methods of protection of 
civil rights.
As O. I. Matsegorin notes, there are 
no unified approaches to understanding 
the procedural form of protection in the 
theory of civilist science. Some scientists 
recognize under the procedural form a 
special legal construction, which is char-
acterized by a certain set of procedures 
for the implementation of the relevant 
rights. Others believe that this legal con-
struction is an element of the procedural 
form, and the procedural form itself is a 
form of law enforcement, which is em-
bodied in the process of solving legal 
cases in the course of justice2.
1   Див.: Кузнєцова Н. С. Вказ. твір. – С.105.
2   Див.: Мацегорін О. І. Вказ. твір. – С.145.
We support the point of view ex-
pressed by Yu. D. Prytyka, according to 
which «means» and «forms» of protec-
tion should not be confused with the no-
tion of «method» of protection of rights. 
In the strict sense, all of them mean dif-
ferent actions aimed at the protection of 
rights, i.e. different elements (types or 
parts) of activities for the protection of 
subjective rights, although there are a 
close relationship and interdependence 
between them, which often leads to a 
juxtaposition of these concepts3.
Ye. O. Kharytonov suggests classify-
ing the forms of protection depending 
on the nature of the jurisdictional body 
performing the protection, such as judi-
cial protection, administrative protec-
tion, notary protection, self-protection, 
protection with the help of other public, 
state and international institutions and 
their bodies4.
A similar point of view is expressed 
by Yu. V. Bilousov, who, commenting on 
the provisions of Chapter 3 of the Civil 
Code of Ukraine, states that the legislator 
«carries out the classification of types 
of protection (apparently, the forms of 
protection – O. K.) depending on the 
subject of its implementation: by a court 
(Article 16 of the Civil Code of Ukraine), 
by public authorities, ARC authorities 
(p.17 of the Civil Code of Ukraine), by 
notary (Article 18 of the Civil Code of 
Ukraine), independently (Article 19 of 
the Civil Code of Ukraine)5.
3   Див.: Притика Ю. Д. Вказ. твір. – С.17.
4   Цивільне право України: Підручник  / 
Є. О. Харитонов, Н. О. Саніахметова. – К.: 
Істина, 2003. – С.183.
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In our opinion, there are reasons to 
believe that the main approach to the 
classification of forms of protection of 
rights should be their differentiation on 
the subjective basis depending on wheth-
er the activity aimed at protection of the 
right is jurisdictional or not.
Classifying the methods of civil 
rights protection, researchers, first of 
all, distinguish between the substantive 
legal (compensation for damages, resto-
ration of the position that existed before 
the violation, cancellation by a public 
authority of its act, termination of a con-
tract by the parties, etc.) and procedural 
legal (actions of jurisdictional authorities 
aimed at protecting the violated right)1.
Depending on the source of origin 
of the remedies, it is possible to identify 
the remedies directly established in the 
legislation and those established by the 
parties to the contract, as provided in Art. 
16 of the Civil Code of Ukraine.
The remedies can be differentiated 
by taking into account the purpose of 
their application. Thus, we can distin-
guish the methods of protection aimed 
at stopping the violation of a right, at 
its restoration or at the compensation of 
material losses caused by the violation of 
a right (civil liability measures).
However, it is necessary to admit that 
no classification, as it is known, can be 
ideal, but it is extremely useful for ob-
taining a systematic view of the legal 
phenomenon being analyzed.
The research of the institute of pro-
ково-практичний коментар: у 2 ч. / За заг. 
ред.. Я. М. Шевченко. – К.: Концерн «Видав-
ничий дім «Ін Юре», 2004. – Ч.1. – C.28.
1   Див.: Притика Ю. Д. Вказ. твір. – С. 18.
tection of rights suggests the necessity to 
analyze such legal phenomenon as abuse 
of law (legal abuse).
In the academia of civil law, the de-
bate on the interpretation of the notion of 
«abuse of law» continues. As O. O. Poro-
tikova emphasizes, «in the long discus-
sion on the problem of proper exercise of 
subjective rights the main accents have 
shifted from the study of specific features 
of abuse of law as a civil law tort to the 
fundamental question whether the word 
«abuse of law» has a semantic weight or 
is something far-fetched, groundless»2.
Two perspectives on abuse of law 
are most prevalent today: the abuse of 
law is considered to be the exercise of 
subjective law contrary to the principles 
of good faith and other moral and ethical 
criteria, or it is regarded as a tort.
The term “abuse of law” is new for 
the civil law of Ukraine and appeared 
only in the new Civil Code – according 
to part 3 of Article 13 of the Civil Code 
acts of a person committed with the in-
tention to harm another person, as well as 
abuse of law in other forms, are prohib-
ited. The wording of the said provision 
suggests a new rule for the Ukrainian 
civil legislation prohibiting the abuse 
of subjective law by performing certain 
actions with the intent to harm another 
person, as well as the abuse of law in 
other forms. In this case, the abuse of 
law should be understood not only as 
acts committed by a person in the exer-
cise of his or her subjective right with 
2   Див.: Поротикова О. А. Проблема зло-
употребления субъективным гражданским 
правом. 2-е изд., испр. и доп. М.: Волтерс 
Клувер, 2008. – С. 126–127.
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the exclusive intention of causing harm 
to another person. In exercising their 
rights, including while protecting their 
subjective rights, a person has the obli-
gation to refrain from actions that might 
violate the rights of others. After all, any 
subjective civil rights have their limits. 
As Y. O. Pokrovsky aptly pointed out, 
«it feels like modern civil law is telling 
a person: if you are allowed to be ego-
tistical within certain limits, it does not 
mean that you can be evil»1.
There are grounds to assert that the 
legislator consciously extended the term 
for abuse of law and deviated from the 
definition of a person’s intent to harm 
another person in the exercise of civil 
rights as a necessary condition for quali-
fying such actions as an abuse of law. It 
seems that in this way the principle of 
justice, good faith and reasonableness in 
civil law is implemented since the harm 
caused by the abuse of law must be com-
pensated regardless of the existence of 
the respective intention of the person 
who exercised his rights.
There is no doubt that part 3 of Ar-
ticle 13 of the Civil Code of Ukraine 
reflects the general legal principle of the 
inadmissibility of abuse of law. Accord-
ing to Ye. V. Vavilin, this principle is a 
requirement for subjects not to exceed 
the limits of the right in the process of 
performance of duties and exercise of 
rights, to exercise their rights properly2. 
1   Покровский И. А. Основные проблемы 
гражданского права. М.: Статут, 1998. – 
С. 119.
2   Див.: Вавилин Е. В. Осуществление и 
защита гражданских прав / Российская акад. 
наук, Ин-т государства и права. М.: Волтерс 
Клувер, 2009. – С. 275.
At the same time, the very appearance 
and existence in the civil law of Ukraine 
of the principle of the inadmissibility of 
abuse of law along with the principles 
of justice, good faith, reasonableness 
are primarily related to the objective im-
possibility to establish at the legislative 
level-specific limits of the exercise of 
civil rights. In our opinion, this is the 
main meaning and function of the prin-
ciple of the inadmissibility of abuse of 
subjective right: to create the necessary 
prerequisites for responding to the ac-
tions of persons who violate subjective 
civil rights or legally protected interests 
not prohibited by law.
Summing up the analysis of the le-
gal relationship between the institutes 
of protection of rights and abuse of law, 
we believe it is necessary to emphasize 
that the establishment of the fact of 
abuse of law in the exercise of the right 
to protection, among other consequences 
provided by law, is an independent and 
sufficient basis for refusing a person 
abusing his or her own right to protect 
the violated right in the way chosen by 
that person (Part 3, Article 16 of the Civil 
Code of Ukraine).
Analyzing the modern doctrine of 
protection of subjective rights, it is im-
possible to avoid the study of the rela-
tionship between general and special 
remedies.
In the science of civil law, there is a 
constant tendency to approach, according 
to which the practical significance of di-
vision of protection methods into general 
and special is that the establishment by 
law of a special method of protection of 
certain subjective rights or specific cases 
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plication of general methods of protec-
tion for these cases. The simultaneous 
application of the special and general 
remedies is recognized by the Supreme 
Court of Ukraine only on the condition 
of their identity. Obviously, we are talk-
ing about cases when the general method 
of protection, for example, the recogni-
tion of a right (para. 1, part 2, article 16 
of the Civil Code of Ukraine) finds its 
normative fixation in special norms, in 
particular, the possibility of recognition 
of the property right (article 392 of the 
Civil Code of Ukraine).
At the same time, the analysis of the 
above position gives grounds to ques-
tion its universality. In this context, it is 
advisable to take into account the legal 
findings of higher judicial institutions 
when considering individual court cases. 
Thus, the courts have repeatedly noted 
that the choice of the way to protect per-
sonal non-property rights belongs to the 
plaintiff. A person whose right has been 
violated may choose both general and 
special remedies for the protection of his/
her right determined by the law regulat-
ing specific civil legal relations1 (italics 
are mine. – A. K.).
There are grounds to assert that 
in these cases, the Supreme Court of 
Ukraine (and later – and the new Su-
preme Court) held an opinion that does 
not exclude the simultaneous applica-
1   Ухвала Верховного Суду України від 
20 жовтня 2010 року по справі № 6-21843св09 
[Електронний ресурс]. – Режим доступу : 
http://reyestr.court.gov.ua/Review/11970735 ; 
Рішення Верховного Суду України від 
23 грудня 2009 року по справі № 6-23541св07 
[Електронний ресурс]. – Режим доступу : 
http://reyestr.court.gov.ua/Review/8036412.
tion of general and special methods 
of protection by an authorized person 
and does not provide general methods 
of protection exclusively subsidiary 
nature.
Similar ideas were also expressed in 
the scientific literature. Thus, Ya. M. Ro-
maniuk and O. Ye. Burlai noted that «a 
claim for recognition of property rights 
may be combined in one suit with other 
claims. A vindication claim may be cited 
as an example. To satisfy it, the plaintiff 
must prove that he owns a disputed item 
that he does not possess. There may be a 
dispute over ownership of the disputed 
item, so the plaintiff often has to com-
bine his claim for the item with a claim 
for recognition of ownership. In such a 
case, in order to decide on the question 
of vindication, the court must find out 
whether there are grounds for the rec-
ognition of ownership of the object by 
the claimant»2.
At first glance, the above statements 
are fully consistent with the position of 
the court on the possibility of joint ap-
plication of the methods of protection 
enshrined in Art. 16 of the Civil Code 
of Ukraine with the identical methods of 
protection provided by special rules (in 
this case, Art. 392 of the Civil Code of 
Ukraine). At the same time, it is unlikely 
that Ya. M. Romaniuk and O. Ye. Burlai 
would change their opinion in case if Art. 
392 of the Civil Code of Ukraine did not 
2   Романюк Я. М. Позов про визнання пра-
ва власності, віндикаційний та негаторний 
позови: деякі проблеми практичного засто-
сування / Я. М. Романюк, О. Є. Бурлай // Ві-
сник Верховного Суду України. – 2012. – 
№ 8. – С. 35.
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exist, and the requirement to recognize 
any right by an authorized person was 
based on the provisions of para. 1 p. 2 
Art. 16 of the Civil Code of Ukraine.
The mere absence of Art. 392 in the 
current Civil Code of Ukraine would 
not eliminate the need to claim the rec-
ognition of property rights, along with a 
special remedy, which is vindication, if it 
was necessary due to the circumstances 
of the case and the nature of the violation 
of property rights, which may consist in 
the defendant’s refusal to return the thing 
precisely because of the non-recognition 
of the claimant’s property right.
Moreover, the rules of the civil law 
in force sometimes provide, or at least 
suggest, the joint application of general 
and special remedies. Thus, under the 
prescriptions of Part 1 of Art. 216 of the 
Civil Code of Ukraine an invalid trans-
action does not create any other legal 
consequences than those related to its 
invalidity. In the event of invalidity of 
the transaction, each party is obliged to 
return to the other party in kind every-
thing that it received in the execution of 
the transaction, and in the event of im-
possibility of such return, in particular, 
when the received is the use of property, 
work performed, rendered service – to 
compensate the cost of what is received, 
at prices prevailing at the time of com-
pensation. So, in the context of disputed 
transactions, the provisions of Part 1 of 
Art. 216 of the Civil Code of Ukraine 
put the application of a special remedy 
(restitution) in direct dependence on the 
satisfaction of the claim for recognition 
of the transaction null and void. The Law 
does not contain a requirement that both 
these methods of protection should be 
used in a single court case, but it is ob-
vious that even if an authorized person 
brings two separate claims, both will be 
aimed at protecting one violated right. 
In addition, it should not be overlooked 
that, in addition to the requirement that 
the transaction be declared void and 
restitution applied, the law provides the 
authorized person with another general 
remedy, as provided for in paragraph 
Para. 8 p. 2 Art. 16 of the Civil Code 
of Ukraine, namely – to claim damages 
if they were caused in connection with 
the commission of an invalid transac-
tion through the fault of the second party 
(Part 2 of Art. 216 of the Civil Code of 
Ukraine).
Summarizing the results of the analy-
sis, we can conclude that two approaches 
have been formed in modern law en-
forcement practice. According to the 
first, general remedies have an auxiliary 
(subsidiary) nature and are applied only 
in the absence of a special remedy set 
forth in the law. According to the second 
approach, regardless of the nature of the 
protection as general and special, they 
may be applied simultaneously.
However, both approaches have their 
own concerns. Thus, the former does 
not take into account the many cases in 
which general and special remedies are 
applied simultaneously (in particular, as 
already noted, invalidation and restitu-
tion of a contract, recognition of a right 
in combination with special remedies, 
both contractual and non-contractual, 
etc.). The second approach is not suffi-
ciently justified in cases where both gen-
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by nature, but the special remedy should 
be preferred. These cases are illustrated 
by the above conclusions regarding the 
application of such special remedy as 
the transfer to an authorized person of 
the buyer’s rights and obligations under 
the concluded transaction.
In the light of the above, the follow-
ing approach to the legal consequences 
of qualifying a method of protection as 
general or special in the context of law 
enforcement practice may be proposed:
1) the nature of a remedy, whether 
general or special, is relevant and should 
be used only in resolving a particular dis-
pute and affects the identification of the 
appropriate remedy for the infringed 
right. The purpose of identifying these 
methods is to determine, among several 
possible or chosen by the authorized per-
son, the appropriate and effective remedy 
for the protection of a specific infringed 
subjective right, taking into account the 
peculiarities of specific disputable sub-
stantive legal relations, and serves as a 
criterion for this classification;
2) an authorized person may apply 
any remedy for the protection of his or 
her right, provided that the application 
of a special remedy does not exclude the 
simultaneous application of a general 
remedy;
3) If there is a competition of special 
remedies due to the fact that for the pro-
tection of a specific subjective right the 
use of several remedies is possible, the 
one which corresponds to the peculiari-
ties of the disputable substantive legal 
relations shall be applied.
The above rules, in our opinion, give 
grounds for the reasonable solution of 
practical legal conflicts.
Conclusions. The analysis of the 
doctrine of private law in the sphere of 
protection of subjective civil rights at 
the present stage gives the grounds to 
consider that the general vector of its 
development is to provide effective pro-
tection of subjective civil rights. Cor-
responding changes permeate the whole 
institute of protection of rights, starting 
from its doctrinal interpretation and in-
teraction with other adjacent institutes, 
and ending with the influence of the 
doctrine on the formation of new legis-
lative approaches and actual judicial 
practice, as the prevailing task of legal 
proceedings under the new procedural 
legislation is the provision of effective 
protection of the rights of a person ap-
pealing to a court.
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